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In this paper, we will show the existence of 2n convergent solutions of a system of the second order difference equations ( 
1) ( P + m-A^G(m)=AiG(m-T)+A,G(m-2)
which are suitable for the study of the connection problem for the system of linear ordinary differential equations (2) 
--at
The problem was proposed and formulated by the junior author, and the crucial point of the convergence proof was done by the senior author. In (2) , Aj(j = Q, 1, 2) are n by n constant matrices and X is an -dimensional vector, and t is a complex variable. The system has 2 singular points in the closed complex plane; one at the origin, which is a regular singular point, the other at infinity which is an irregular singular point. We will assume the eigen-values h, A z , -•-, h n of the matrix A^ are mutually distinct, and they satisfy the following pentagonal condition (3) |Jy-^| and without loss of generality, we will suppose that A 2 is in the diagonal form,
Let p be an eigenvalue of the matrix A 0 , which has no integral difference with the other eigenvalues of A 0y then there is a convergent solution of the form 
We remark, that for second of the initial conditions to be satisfied, it is necessary that //* = the k-ih diagonal element of the matrix A l9
Following the results of the paper [1] and [2] , we define g k (m) to be a solution of the following single difference equation 
s=Q
We start by finding a system of differential equations satisfied by F k (m,e), but the system will turn out to be a system of second order equations, which is difficult to handle. So we will find an equivalent system of 2n differential equations which is satisfied by the 2;z-dimensional vector 
,0 o
Similarly, by using (12), we have
To have a system of 2n differential equations, we have to eliminate the vector
We first subtract the equation (13) from the equation (14), and substitute the resultant expression for the second vector in (13), to obtain the desired system for the first vector. This shows that the matrix is holomorphic at the origin. In general, the highest singularity that can occur is in the (n + k, k) element, however, here the choice of ^ makes this term disappear.
Theorems* There are 2n convergent solutions of the form (9) of the system (1).
(Proof.) The only possible singularities of the system (15) are the roots of
The method of convergence proof is due originally to H. Poincare [3] .
Thus the part of the vector solution of (15), namely F k (m, e), converges at least at e = l, because of the pentagonal condition (3), and we constructed F k (m,e) so that F k (m, 1) =G k (m). Moreover there are two independent solutions of the equation (8), so that we have 2n convergent solutions.
